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Coloring terms (rippling) is a te hnique developed for indu tive theorem proving whi h uses synta ti di eren es of terms to guide the proof sear h.
Annotations ( olors) to symbol o urren es in terms are used to maintain this information. This te hnique has several advantages, e.g. it is highly goal oriented and
involves little sear h. In this paper we give a general formalization of oloring terms
in a higher-order setting. We introdu e a simply-typed  al ulus with olor annotations and present appropriate algorithms for the general, pre- and pattern uni ation problems. Our work is a formal basis to the implementation of rippling in a
higher-order setting whi h is required e.g. in ase of middle-out reasoning. Another
appli ation is in the onstru tion of natural language semanti s, where the olor
annotations rule out linguisti ally invalid readings that are possible using standard
higher-order uni ation.
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1. Introdu tion

In the eld of indu tive theorem proving synta ti al di eren es between
the indu tion hypothesis and indu tion on lusion are used in order to
guide proofs ( f. [5, 4℄, or [19, 21℄). This method to guide indu tion
proofs is alled rippling/ oloring terms. Annotations or olors to ea h
o urren e of a symbol are used to mark the synta ti al di eren es
between indu tion hypothesis and indu tion on lusion. Spe i olors
denote the skeleton, the ommon parts of both terms while the other
parts belong to the wave-fronts. Analogously, synta ti al di eren es
between both sides of equations or impli ations given in the database
are olored by an inferen e te hnique alled di eren e uni ation [2℄.
These formulae are lassi ed depending on the lo ations of the wavefronts inside the skeleton (e.g. wave-fronts on both sides, wave-fronts
only on the right/left-hand side). Using these annotated (or olored)
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equations we are able to move, insert, or delete wave-fronts within
the on lusion. This rippling of wave-fronts allows one to redu e the
di eren es between on lusion and hypothesis in a goal dire ted way
and thus leads to a situation, where the indu tive hypothesis an be
applied.
This paper extends the oloring method to higher-order logi and
presents algorithms for enumerating higher-order olored uni ers and
pre-uni ers and prove them orre t and omplete. For the fragment of
higher-order patterns, we show that de idability is maintained for the
olored ase, while uniqueness of solutions is lost.
Thus our work provides a formal basis for the implementation of rippling in a higher-order setting whi h is required e.g. in ase of middleout reasoning [17℄ or generalization of theorems using proof riti s [23℄.
In the latter the unknown generalized version of a formula is des ribed
by a s hemati formula ontaining parts of the original formula and
higher-order variables denoting the unknown synta ti al extensions of
it. In the pro ess of simulating the indu tion proof, the higher-order
variables will be instantiated step by step by the uni ation with appropriate wave-rules resulting in a possible (hopefully provable) generalization of the original formula.
But the set of possible appli ations of our method is not limited
to automated dedu tion. From an abstra t point of view, the oloring
method allows one to add arbitrary information to o urren es of ()terms and to inherit this information during the inferen e pro ess. This
di erentiates oloring from other semanti annotation te hniques like
sorts whi h maintain attributes of symbols but not attributes of single
symbol o urren es. Hen e, oloring te hniques an be generally used
to maintain for instan e initial knowledge about an internal stru ture
of a term.
Strategy:

Di eren e Redu tion
Deliberate Rippling
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Colored - al ulus
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The olored - al ulus presented in this paper is a general pro edure to
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ontrol this kind of information. In addition, it an be easily enlarged
to deal with more omplex knowledge by enri hing the representation
formalism for olors to formulate appropriate annotations (see [14℄ for
a linguisti appli ation that uses feature terms as olors).
The exibility of our approa h is mirrored in the wide range of possible appli ations ( f. gure 1). In this paper we present two areas of
them. The rst area is on erned with \ lassi al" rippling as it is used in
indu tive theorem proving while in the latter we use the presented alulus for a semanti analysis of natural language. The domain spe i
semanti s is represented in the di erent interpretations of the annotated olors. For example in ase of rippling, the so- alled skeleton of
an annotated term denotes the invariant of a proof of an indu tion step,
while in the natural language example the olors are used to en ode
the so- alled primary o urren e restri tion.
In the rest of this se tion we will brie y sket h some appli ations of
the higher-order oloring method, informally introdu ing the relevant
notions as we go along, before we turn to a formal de nition of the olored - al ulus in se tion 2. The next part of the paper is devoted to the
formal de nition of a general-, pre- and pattern-uni ation pro edure
operating on this al ulus in se tion 3. The des ription of skeletons in
a higher-order setting in given in se tion 4, whi h also illustrates more
general aspe ts of the spe i solution we have hosen.
1.1.

Indu tive Proofs

Rippling was developed for proving theorems by indu tion and has
been applied to a large number of pra ti al examples from this domain
[5, 4, 19, 21℄. It is based on the observation that one an iteratively
unfold re ursive fun tions in the indu tion on lusion, preserving the
stru ture of the indu tion hypothesis while unfolding. We use olors in
order to indi ate the stru ture of the hypothesis within the on lusion.
Symbols belonging to this joined stru ture are annotated with the olor
\white" while di eren es between both formulae are olored \grey".
Also left- and right-hand sides of given equations are di eren e uni ed
in a sense that the ommon stru ture of both terms of a given equation
is annotated by olor variables while di eren es are olored grey. The
grey parts are alled wave-fronts while the non-grey parts denote the
skeleton.
In [4, 2℄ an ordering, whi h evaluates the position and size of the
wave-fronts within the skeleton, is used to build up a rewrite system
on annotated terms. Ea h appli ation of an annotated rewrite rule (soalled wave-rule ) results in a term whi h is less (wrt. the given ordering)
than the original one. In re ent years the te hnique of rippling has been
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applied also to non-indu tive theorem proving yielding a more omplex
planning of the rippling pro ess than in indu tive proofs. Possible target
positions of wave-fronts are no longer stati ally prede ned but have to
be planned during the proof whi h gives rise to a kind of deliberate
rippling [20, 22℄.
Rippling restri ts the sear h spa e for indu tive theorem proving
by forbidding all dedu tion steps whi h do not preserve the skeleton,
i.e. do not hange the non-grey1 parts of the formula, and only applies those that move the di eren e out of the way leaving behind the
skeleton. In their simplest form, these equations to be used are of the
form f ( g( t )) = h( f (t)). By design, the skeleton f (t) remains unaltered
by their appli ation. If rippling su eeds then the indu tion on lusion
P ( s( n )) is rewritten using wave-rules into some fun tion of the indu tion hypothesis, P (n); that is, into f ( P (n)) (f may be the identity).
At this point we an all upon the indu tion hypothesis to simplify the
result.
To illustrate rippling and motivate our work on olored higher order uni ation let us onsider the following simple theorem that an
be proven by indu tive theorem provers using rippling/ oloring te hniques.
n
X
i=1

f (i) +

n
X
i=1

g(i) =

n
X
i=1

[f + g℄(i)

f; g are fun tions from natural numbers to naturals. We have overloaded
the fun tion + also to a t on su h fun tions. This example illustrates
the properties of rippling and introdu es also some (very simple) higherorder olored uni ation problems.
We formalize summation by a binary fun tion sum that takes a
fun tion (that is summed over) and an upper bound as arguments.
Furthermore, we will use the following de nition of sum (let f; g; H be
of type2 nat ! nat and N; n be of type nat):
(1)
8H sum(H; 0) = 0
8H; N sum(H; s(N )) = sum(H; N ) + H (s(N ))
(2)
Then our theorem takes the form
8f; g; n sum(f; n) + sum(g; n) = sum(Z f (Z ) + g(Z ); n)

For sake of simpli ity we use a shading for symbols whi h are annotated by the
olor grey while non-shaded areas are annotated either by white or olor variables.
2
Sin e for the purposes of this paper types largely play a theoreti al role (they
for instan e make -redu tion terminating and therefore -equality de idable),
we will only spe ify them where needed.
1
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To prove this, simple heuristi s employed by most indu tive provers
suggest indu tion on n whi h results in the following step ase3 .
sum(f; n) + sum(g; n) = sum(Z f (Z ) + g(Z ); n)
! sum(f; s(n)) + sum(g; s(n)) = sum(Z f (Z ) + g(Z ); s(n))
To simplify the step ase using rippling, the di eren es between the indu tion on lusion and the indu tion hypothesis are shaded as follows:
(3)
sum(f; n) + sum(g; n) = sum(Z f (Z ) + g(Z ); n)
! sum(f; s( n )) + sum(g; s( n )) = sum(Z f (Z ) + g(Z ); s( n ))
If we an move the shaded areas { so- alled ontexts or wave-fronts {
out of the way, then we will be able to simplify the indu tion on lusion
by appealing to the indu tion hypothesis.
Rippling moves wave-fronts using annotated equations based on axioms, re ursive de nitions and previously proven lemmata that preserve
the skeleton of the term being rewritten. Corresponding to the re ursive de nitions for sum we have the following annotated equation of
(2).
sum(H; s( n )) = sum(H; N ) + H (s(N ))
(4)
When rippling, the annotations on the left-hand side of the wave-rule
must mat h those in the term being rewritten. As a onsequen e, there
is very little sear h during rewriting. To simplify the on lusion of (3)
by rippling we apply (4) on both sides4 yielding the modi ed on lusion:
( sum(f; n) + f (s(n))) + ( sum(g; n) + g(s(n)))
= sum(Z f (Z ) + g(Z ); n) + (f (s(n)) + g(s(n)))
Applying asso iativity and ommutativity law of + results in
((sum(f; n) + sum(g; n)) + f (s(n)) + g(s(n)))
= ( sum(Z f (Z ) + g(Z ); n) + (f (s(n)) + g(s(n))))
whi h allows for weak fertilization5 on either side whi h ompletes the
proof.

The proof of the base ase an be dire tly obtained by applying (1), so it is
omitted here.
4
In this ase the uni ation of higher-order formulae is nearly trivial, binding N
to n and H to f , g, and Z f (Z ) + g(Z ) respe tively.
5
This standard te hnique from indu tive theorem proving allows to use the indu tive hypothesis to rewrite the indu tive on lusion
3
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1.2. Lemma Spe ulation
The rippling pro ess | as illustrated in the example above | relies on
the existen e of appropriate annotated equations in order to ripple out
(or ripple inside) the o urring wave-fronts. In ases, where appropriate
equations are missing, Ireland & Bundy [23℄ propose a te hnique to
spe ulate lemmata whi h push the rippling pro ess further and whi h
are treated as subtasks to be proven separately. Their approa h is based
on some kind of higher order rippling. For a dis ussion of their formal
approa h to uni ation see se tion 5.
In order to illustrate this appli ation of our al ulus, onsider the
following example involving list manipulations
(5)
8u; v rev(app(rev(v); u)) = app(rev(u); v)
Here u and v are of type for lists and rev and app stand for the
operations of reversing and on atenating lists, they have types !
and ! ! respe tively. Using indu tion on v we obtain the
following formula as an indu tion on lusion in the step ase (h is a
new element onstant of type  and ons the list onstru tor of type
 !  ! ):
(6)
rev(app(rev( ons(h; v )); u)) = app(rev(u); ons(h; v ))
The rippling pro ess gets blo ked6 after unfolding the de nition of rev
on the left-hand side:
rev(app( app( rev(v) ; ons(h; nil)) ; u)) = app(rev(u); ons(h; v )) (7)
In order to push the rippling pro ess further, Ireland & Bundy spe ulate appropriate lemmata whi h are then onsidered as subtasks of the
proof. In this example they al ulate a s hemati form of an appropriate
annotated equation
(8)
app(X; ons(Y; Z )) = app( F1 ( X ; Y; Z ) ; Z )
whi h an be used to move the blo ked wave-front on the right-hand
side towards the sink7 u. While the left-hand side of the spe ulated
lemma is just a generalization of the subterm to be modi ed, the higherorder variable F1 represents the unknown wave-front on the right-hand
side whi h has still to be onstrained by the further rippling pro ess.
Applying this equation on the right-hand side yields:
rev(app( app( rev(v) ; ons(h; nil)) ; u)) = app( F1 ( rev(u) ; h; v) ; v) (9)
There are no appli able annotated equations in the data base.
Universally quanti ed variables are alled sinks in rippling, be ause they an be
used to swallow up wave front material, sin e they an be arbitrarily instantiated.
6
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To enable the use of the indu tion hypothesis in this example the wave
front has to be moved in front of the sink u. Thus, we use the annotated
equation
app( rev(Y ) ; ons(X; nil)) = rev( ons(X; Y ))
(10)
in order to ripple the wave-front on the right-hand side towards u. In order for (10) to be appli able to (9), we must unify8 F1 ( rev(u) ; h; v) and
app( rev(Y ) ; ons(X; nil)). Higher-order olored uni ation, or HOCU
for short, results in a solution (see the example in se tion 1.5 for a tra e
of the omputation)
(11)
[UV W app( U ; ons(V; nil)) =F1 ℄; [h=X ℄; [u=Y ℄:
Applying the instan e of (10) under (11) to the right-hand side of (9)
the wave-front is moved towards the sink u:
rev(app( app( rev(v) ; ons(h; nil)) ; u)) = app(rev( ons(h; u )); v) (12)
The uni er used to perform this step also re nes the s hema of the
spe ulated annotated equation (8) whi h we have previously used to
unblo k the rippling pro ess, to
(13)
app(X; ons(Y; Z )) = app( app( X ; ons(Y; nil)) ; Z )
The aoppli ation of this spe ulated equation (13) on the left-hand side
nally yields:
rev(app(rev(v); ons(h; u ))) = app(rev( ons(h; u )); v)
whi h enables the use of the indu tion hypothesis and ompletes this
parti ular proof. Proving by indu tion the spe ulated lemma (13),
whi h is the instan e of the spe ulated equation (7) using (11), nishes the overall proof.
1.3. A Colored - al ulus
Before we turn to the linguisti appli ation, let us informally introdu e some notation and generalize9 the set of olors from \grey" and

To ease readability we have slightly simpli ed the method of Ireland and Bundy;
A tually, the o urren e of the meta-variable F1 ( rev(u) ; h; v) is repla ed by a nested
term F2 (F1 ( rev(u) ; h; v); h; v) in order to allow the spe ulation of more omplex
wave-fronts using F2 in the later rippling pro ess. In our example it would only be
instantiated to the proje tion UV W U .
9
This generalization does not make the theory more ompli ated, in the ontrary,
it makes the on epts involved mu h learer, and it allows to treat more appli ations
(see [14℄ for a linguisti appli ation that uses feature terms as olors).
8
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\white" to an arbitrary set of olors (we will make this totally formal
in se tion 2). The referen es in bra kets indi ate, where the reader an
nd a fully formal development of the respe tive informal arguments.
The olored - al ulus is a variant of the simply typed - al ulus [6℄
(see [1, 18℄ for an introdu tion), where o urren es of onstants and
free variable an be annotated with so- alled olors whi h are either
olor onstants C = fa; b; : : :g or olor variables X = fA; B; : : :g.
Whenever olors are irrelevant, we simply omit them. Colors are indiated by subs ripts labeling symbol o urren es. We all a formula M
-mono hrome (de nition 2), if all symbols (ex ept bound variables)
in M are annotated by a ommon olor .
It is ru ial for our logi al system that olors annotate symbol o urren es (i.e. olors are not sorts!), in parti ular, it is intended that
di erent o urren es of symbols arry di erent olors (e.g. h Xa Xb )
and that symbols that arry di erent olors are treated di erently. This
observation leads to the notion of olored substitutions10 (de nition 4),
a notion of substitution that takes the olor information of formulae
into a ount. In ontrast to traditional (un olored) substitutions, a olored substitution  is a pair ht ;  i, where the term substitution t
maps olored variables (i.e. the pair X of a variable X and the olor )
to formulae of appropriate types and the olor substitution  maps
olor variables to olors. In order to be a legal C -substitution su h a
mapping  must obey the following onstraints:
If A and B are di erent olors, then j(XA )j = j(XB )j, where jMj
is the olor erasure of M, i.e. the formula obtained from M by
erasing all olor annotations in M (de nition 3).
If 2 C is a olor onstant, then (X ) is -mono hrome.
The rst ondition ensures that the olor erasure of a C -substitution
(de ned in the obvious manner) is a lassi al substitution of the simply typed - al ulus. The se ond ondition formalizes the fa t that
free variables with onstant olors stand for mono hrome subformulae,
whereas variable olors do not onstrain the substitutions.
Note that sin e bound variables do not arry olor information, redu tion ( f. de nition 28) in the olored - al ulus is just the lassi al
notion and inherits its good properties (de idability and normalization).
The onstraints on C -substitutions given above allow us to spe ialize higher-order uni ation to an inferen e pro edure that manages
olor information: a higher-order uni er  of a given equation M = N
We will denote the substitution of a term N for all free o urren es of X in M
with [N=X ℄M.
10
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(i.e. (M) =  (N)) must be a C -substitution in order to be a olored higher-order uni er (de nition 7) of M and N. In parti ular, C uni ation will only su eed if parallel sub-formulae have uni able olors. For instan e, fa (pa ; jb ; Xa ) uni es with fa (Ya ; jA ; sa ) but not with
fa(pa ; ja ; sa ) be ause of the olor lash on j .
It is well-known, that in rst-order logi there is always a most
general uni er for any equation that is solvable at all. This is not the
ase for higher-order ( olored) uni ation, where variables an range
over fun tions, instead of individuals only. In fa t there might be even
solvable equations that have in nite hains of uni ers whi h are more
and more general. In other words most general uni ers need not to exist
in general.
1.4.

Higher{Order Unifi ation and Natural Language
semanti s

In this se tion we will present a di erent kind of appli ation of higherorder olored uni ation in the area of natural language semanti s.
In [11, 13, 12, 15℄ the olored lambda al ulus is used as a tool to spe ify the interfa e between the lassi al semanti onstru tion pro ess
(using higher-order uni ation) and other sour es of linguisti information (whi h are oded into olor information). We will brie y sket h
the underlying ideas in ase of verb-phrase ellipsis; i.e. the phenomenon
that parts of natural language senten es (here verb phrases) an be repla ed by utteran es like \does too". For a thorough treatment of ases
like fo us onstru tions, se ond-o urren e expressions, and adverbial
quanti ation, the reader is refered to [11℄ and the referen es in [15℄.
The basi idea [7℄ underlying the use of higher-order uni ation for
natural language semanti s is very simple: Following [28℄, the simply
typed { al ulus is used as a semanti representation language while
semanti ally under-spe i ed elements (e.g. anaphori referen es or ellipses) are represented by free variables whose value is determined by
solving higher-order equations. For instan e, the dis ourse (14) has has
the semanti representation (15), where the value of the predi ate variable R is determined by equation (16).
Dan likes his wife. Peter does too
(14)
(15)
like(dan; w of(dan)) ^ R(peter)
t
like(dan; w of(dan)) = R(dan)
(16)
Higher-order uni ation al ulates the solutions (17) and (18).
[Z like(Z; w of(dan))=R℄ and [Z like(Z; w of(Z ))=R℄ (17)
[Z like(dan; w of(dan))=R℄ and [Z like(dan; w of(Z ))=R℄(18)
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However, only the rst two of the solutions (17) lead to the linguisti ally
desired solutions (19) and (20), whereas those in (18) lead to (21) and
(22) whi h are learly not the desired readings of the dis ourse.
like(dan; w of(dan)) ^ like(peter; w of(dan))
(19)
(20)
like(dan; w of(dan)) ^ like(peter; w of(peter))
like(dan; w of(dan)) ^ like(dan; w of(dan))
(21)
(22)
like(dan; w of(dan)) ^ like(dan; w of(peter))
To remedy this short oming, Dalrymple & Shieber & Pereira, who have
pioneered this analysis in [7℄, propose an informal restri tion, the primary o urren e restri tion, whi h deletes any solution from the
set of linguisti ally valid solutions, whi h ontains a pre-determined
so- alled primary o urren e (in our ase dan).
In the olored - al ulus, the primary o urren e restri tion an
dire tly be modeled as follows: Primary o urren es are p- olored while
free variables are s- olored (all other non-bound symbols are olored
by distin t olor variables, whi h we will not show in our examples).
Given the restri tion for C -substitutions, su h a oloring ensures that
any solution ontaining a primary o urren e is ruled out. Hen e no
substitution will ever ontain a primary o urren e (i.e. a p- olored
symbol) as it was required by the primary o urren e restri tion. For
instan e, the olored representation of (14) is (23) together with the
olored uni ation problem (24) whi h only has the C -uni ers in (25).
Higher-Order Uni ation without the monotoni ity onstraint would
have the solutions (26) whi h are not well- olored.
(23)
like(danp ; w of(dan)) ^ Rs (peter)
t
(24)
like(danp ; w of(dan)) = Rs (danp )
[Z likes (Z; w ofs (dans ))=Rs ℄ and [Z likes (Z; w ofs (Z ))=Rs ℄(25)
[Z like(danp ; w of(dan))=Rs ℄ and [Z like(danp ; w of(Z))=Rs ℄(26)
Note that the analysis hinges on the fa t that olors (unlike types or
sorts) provide a means to distinguish between symbol o urren es (in
our example the di erent o urren es of dan) by annotating them with
di erent olors. Thus the HOCU approa h keeps the desired property of
being able to derive the so- alled sloppy/stri t ambiguity 11 while solving the over-generation problem, i.e. that lassi al HOU predi ts more
readings (e.g. those in (18)) than a tually exist in natural language.
Even though we have only sket hed the relevant ideas, it should be
lear, that higher-order olored uni ation provides a general framethe reading where Peter loves his own wife is alled the stri t reading, be ause
the referen e his is interpreted stri tly. The other one is sloppy, as the referen e is.
11

11
work for spe ifying the linguisti information for the onstru tion proess that avoids over-generalization (i.e. the onstru tion of linguistially undesired readings of dis ourses).
1.5. Cal ulating Colored Unifiers
Just as in the ase of uni ation for rst-order terms, the higher-order
uni ation algorithm is a pro ess of re ursive de omposition and variable elimination that transforms sets of equations into solved forms
(de nition 8). Sin e C -substitutions have two parts, a term{ and a olor
part, we need two kinds of equations (M =t N for term equations and
= d for olor equations). Sets E of equations in solved form have a
unique most general C -uni er E that also C -uni es the initial equation.
There are several rules that de ompose the synta ti stru ture of
formulae. We will only dis uss two of them here ( f. de nition 9 for a
full set). The rule for abstra tions transforms equations of the form
U:M =t V:N to [  =U ℄M =t [  =V ℄N, where  is a new onstant12 , while the rule for appli ations de omposes ha M1 : : : Mn =t
hb N1 : : : Nn to the set fa = b; M1 =t N1 ; : : : ; Mn =t Nn g, provided
that h is a onstant. Furthermore equations are kept in -normal form.
Note that this de omposition pro ess also eliminates trivial equations,
where both sides are -equal.
The variable elimination pro ess for olor variables is very simple, it
allows us to transform a set E [fA = dg of equations to [d=A℄E [fA =
dg, making the equation fA = dg solved in the result.
In ase of formula equations, elimination is not that simple, sin e
we have to ensure that j(XA )j = j(XB )j to obtain a C -substitution .
Thus we annot simply transform a set E [fXd =t Mg into [M=Xd ℄E [
fXd =t Mg, sin e this would (in orre tly) solve the equations fX =t
f ; Xd =t gd g. The orre t variable elimination rule transforms a set E
of equations with X =t M 2 E and X 2= free(M) into
[ M=X ℄ E [ [ X =t M℄ E
where [ M=X ℄ E = [M1 =X ℄; : : : ; [Mn =X n ℄, su h that the i are all
olors of the variable X o urring in E and the Mi are appropriately
olored variants (same olor erasure) of M. Similarly, [ X =t M℄ E =
fX =t M1 ; : : : ; X n =t Mng. Note that the indu ed substitution
[ M=X ℄ E ( f. de nition 6) is independent of the olors in M and X .
Corre tness of the term elimination rule hinges on the fa t that all
olor variants of X are eliminated simultaneously and that the substitution [ M=X ℄ E indu ed by a pair X =t M is also applied to the
1

1

A tually, in de nition 9 we use spe ial variables, whi h behave somewhat like
onstants.
12
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pair itself. Thus an unsolvable pair, su h as Xa =t b gives rise to the
indu ed substitution [ a =Xa ℄ and leads to the pair a =t b , where the
de omposition rule an dete t a olor lash.
It would be onvenient, if the transformations des ribed so far, were
suÆ ient for transforming all uni able sets of equations into solved
form and thus nding all uni ers. But, due to the presen e of fun tion
variables, systemati appli ation an terminate with equations of the
form X M1 : : : Mn =t hd N1 : : : Nm .
The standard solution (due to Gerard Huet, f. [32℄ for an introdu tion) for nding a omplete set of solutions in this so- alled ex/rigid
situation is to substitute a term for X of type Æ that will enable deomposition to be appli able afterwards: a so- alled general bindings
(de nition 10) of the following form:
GÆh = Z : : : Z n :(H 1 Z ) : : : (H m Z )
where
Æ = n ! and  has type m !
one of the following holds:
  = Z j and j = m ! for some j  n, then h = j and
we all GÆj a proje tion binding or
  = S for some onstant or free variable S of type m ! ,
then h = S and we all GÆh an imitation binding.
the H i are new variables of type n ! i ,
We an a tually use olors13 to get a better understanding of the situation. Therefore onsider the uni ation problem of Xd a =t ad . For
the imitation solution (Z:ad ) we \imitate" the right hand side, so the
olor on a must be d. For the proje tion solution we instantiate (Z:Z )
for X and obtain (Z:Z )a , whi h -redu es to a . We see that this
\lifts" the onstant a from the argument position to the top. In identally, the proje tion is only a C -uni er of our olored example, if the
olor onstants and d are identi al. However for al ulating solutions
for ex/rigid pairs, we do not need olors, sin e the olor erasure of the
instan e is determined by the general bindings and the olor annotations are added by the indu ed substitution. Thus the general rule for
ex/rigid equations (de nition 11) transforms equations of the form
E ^ X M1 : : : Mn =t hd N1 : : : Nm
1

This is another (dida ti ) appli ation of higher-order olored uni ation, where
we use olors to distinguish di erent symbol o urren es.
13

13
into

E ^ X M : : : Mn =t hd N : : : Nm ^ X =t G h
1

1

with immediate variable elimination of the new equation.
Finally we are left with the only remaining ase, where the heads of
both sides of the equation are free variables the so- alled ex/ ex ase.
The solution of this ase is either to proje t, as in the ex/rigid ase or
to \guess" ( omputationally: to sear h for) the right head for the equation and bind the head variable to the appropriate imitation binding.
Clearly this need for guessing the right head leads to a ombinatory
explosion of the sear h spa e, whi h makes higher-order ( olored) uniation omputationally infeasible. Fortunately, most appli ations do
not need full higher-order uni ation:
For theorem proving purposes it is often only important to know
about the existen e of any uni er. In the ase of lassi al higherorder uni ation it is therefore suÆ ient to onsider ex/ ex pairs
as solved, sin e they are guaranteed to have uni ers ( f. se tion 3.3).
In the olored ase, this is no longer the ase, i.e. there are ex/ ex
uni ation problems that do not have uni ers. We identify a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition (the absen e of so- alled exible
hains ( f. de nition 12)) and spe ialize the uni ation algorithm
a ordingly (de nition 16).
In the linguisti appli ations, sket hed in se tion 1.4, formulae belong to very restri ted synta ti sub lasses, for whi h mu h better
results are known (for lassi al higher-order uni ation). In parti ular, the fa t that free variables only o ur on the left hand
side of the equations redu es the problem of nding solutions to
the so- alled higher-order mat hing problem, of whi h de idability has been proven for the sub lass of third-order formulae [9℄
(see [30, 29℄ for other tra table fragments). This lass, (intuitively
allowing one only to nest fun tions as arguments up to depth three)
overs all examples studied so far.
Before we dis uss the appli ations, let us fortify our intuition about
al ulating higher-order olored uni ers for the following problem whi h
aroused in our lemma spe ulation example in se tion 1.2.
Fg (revw (uw ); hg ; vg ) =t appg (revB (YA ); onsg (Xg ; nilg ))
(27)
Sin e F is a fun tion variable, we are in a ex/rigid situation, and have
the possibilities of proje tion and imitation. There are three possible
proje tions, (UV W U ), (UV W V ), (UV W W ), whi h all lead to
immediate failure, sin e they proje t up the rigid subterms revw (uw ), hg
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or vg , whi h would lash with the head appg of the right hand side. So we
only have the imitation binding B := UV W app(H (U; V; W ); K (U; V; W ))
for F . Binding F to that (i.e. applying the indu ed C -substitution
[ B=F ℄ g = [(UV W appg (Hg (U; V; W ); Kg (U; V; W ))=Fg )℄) and de omposing the instantiated problem, we are left with the equations
Hg (revw (uw ); hg ; vg ) =t revB (YA )
Kg (revw (uw ); hg ; vg ) =t onsg (Xg ; nilg ):
Choosing14 the imitation UV W onsg (Mg (U; V; W ); Ng (U; V; W )) for
Kg and the 1-proje tion binding (UV W U ) for Hg we obtain
revw (uw ) =t revB (YA )
onsg (Mg (revw (uw ); hg ; vg ); Ng (revw (uw ); hg ; vg )) =t onsg (Xg ; nilg )
We an de ompose again and obtain
A = w
uw =t YA
Xg =t Mg (revw (uw ); hg ; vg )
Ng (revw (uw ); hg ; vg ) =t nilg
The rst two equations an dire tly be solved by eliminating A for w and
YA (whi h is a tually Yw after the previous elimination) for uw . The third
equation annot be solved this way, sin e Mg (revw (uw ); hg ; vg ) is not gmono hrome, so we hoose the 2-proje tion binding15 UV W V for XC
and solve the fourth equation with the imitation binding UV W nilg
and for Ng . Eliminating these bindings allows us to simplify the equations to the trivial set hg =t hg and nilg =t nilg . Thus one nal solution
of the uni ation problem is
[UV W appg (U; onsg (V; nilg ))=Fg ℄; [uw =YA ℄; [hg =Xg ℄
We have indi ated the hoi e points for the other solutions in the footnotes.

The 2-proje tion bindings for H and K are impossible for type reasons
and all proje tion bindings but the 1-proje tion binding for H lead to immediate subsequent lash. The imitation binding for H leads to a solution
UV W appg (revg (Lg (U; V; W )); onsg (Y; nil)) for Fg that is not wanted in our motivating example, so we will not pursue it here.
15
The imitation binding UV W Qg (Q a new variable) would also have worked.
14
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2. The Colored -Cal ulus

In this se tion, we make the intuitive on epts introdu ed above formal by extending the simply typed -Cal ulus (see [18℄ for an introdu tion) with a on ept of olor annotations for onstant and variable
o urren es.
The set T of types is generated from a set BT of base types by
fun tion type onstru tion ( ! ). We write n ! for the type
of n-ary fun tions.
1 ! ::: ! n !
The set of olors is built up from olor onstants (C = fa; b; : : :g)
and olor variables (X = fA; B; : : :g). Whenever olors are irrelevant,
we simply omit them. Colors are indi ated by subs ripts labeling symbol o urren es.
The de nition of well-formed formulae di ers from the standard one
in the treatment of bound variables, whi h do not arry olor annotations in the olored - al ulus. Therefore we provide a separate lass
of variables for them. Con retely, we x
S
a signature  = 2T  of onstant symbols (we will use
lower- ase letters for these)
ountably in nite sets V of (free) variables for ea h type
S 2T
(we will use the upper- ase letters X; Y; F; G; H and V := 2T V )
ountably in nite sets LV of lo al variables for ea h type 2 T
(we
S willLVuse) the upper- ase letters U; V; W; Z for these and LV :=
2T
sets C of olor onstants and X of olor variables.
Atomi o urren es of symbols in well-formed formulae an have a
olor annotation, therefore we x the notation Z for the set f a j 2
; a 2 Zg for some subset Z  C [ X , and analogously for VZ .
DEFINITION 1. (Well-Formed Formulae). For ea h 2 T we indu tively de ne the set w () of well-formed formulae of type
by
if S 2 Z [ VZ [ LV , then S 2 w (),
if A 2 w ! () and B 2 w (), then AB 2 w (), and
if A 2 w () and Z 2 LV , then (Z A) 2 w ! (). Just
as in the standard - al ulus, we will all any o urren e of the
lo al variable Z in Z A bound.
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We all formulae of the form AB appli ations, and formulae of the
form Z A abstra tions. Finally, we all a formula A proper, i
all o urren es of lo al variables in A are bound, we will denote the set
of proper well-formed formulae of type with pw ().
Note that with this de nition the notion of free variables oin ides
with the standard one in the ase of proper formulae. We will write
free(A) for the set of ( olor and term) variables in A. As in rst-order
logi the names of bound variables have no meaning at all, thus we
onsider alphabeti variants as identi al and use a notion of substitution
that systemati ally renames bound variables in order to avoid variable
apture.
EXAMPLE 1. FA (sd (a )), Z sd (Z ) are examples of olored -terms
while Z sd (ZB ) is not (bound variables may not have olors).
DEFINITION 2. We will rst de ne a fun tion C2 , where C2 (S; B) is
the set of the olor annotations of all o urren es of the symbol S in the
proper formula B, whi h we also de ne indu tively: C2 (Sa ; Sa ) = fag
for symbols, C2 (S; AB) = C2 (S; A) [ C2 (S; B) for appli ations and
nally C2 (S; Z A) = C2 (S; A). We will all a formula A 2 pw ()
exible, i C2 (S; A)  X for all symbols S 2 V [ ,
rigid, i C2 (S; A)  C for all S 2 V [ ,
a-mono hrome, i there is a single olor onstant a, su h that
C2(S; A) = fag for all S 2 V [ , and
exi hrome, i A is exible and any olor variable o urs at
most on e in A.
Finally, we all a formula A ompatible with a olor a, i either a is
a olor variable or A is a-mono hrome.
Clearly the olors annotating the atoms do not a e t - onvertibility,
sin e bound variables are not olored. Therefore,
(28)
(Z C)D ! [D=Z ℄C and (Z AZ ) ! A
where the lo al variable Z does not o ur not freely in A. Sin e bound
variables do not arrry olor information and onsequently there are no
restri tions on -redexes or the substitution in -redu tion, we an lift
all the known theoreti al results to the olored al ulus. In parti ular,
we know that -redu tion always terminates produ ing unique normal forms and that -equality an be de ided by redu ing to normal form and omparing for alphabeti equality. Based on this, we
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an use the traditional versions of (long)  normal forms and (long)
head normal forms.
To make arguments like the above more formal, we de ne the erasure
of a olored formula, as a simply typed -term, whi h we obtain erasing
all olor-information:
DEFINITION 3. (Erasure). The erasure of olored -terms to simply
typed -terms is de ned by:
jSaj = S if S 2  [ V and a 2 C [ X ,
jX j = X if X 2 LV ,
j(AB)j = (jAjjBj), and
j(Z A)j = Z jAj.
We all any olored formulae A and B variants, if jAj = jBj
We now have the tools for de ning C -substitutions, a spe ialization
of well-typed substitutions that preserves synta ti olor information,
su h as the skeleton ( f. se tion 4).
DEFINITION 4. (C -Substitution). Let Z  X and W  C [ X be
two nite, disjoint sets of olors, then a C -substitution  is a pair
(t ;  ), where t is a type-preserving mapping VW ! pw () and
 : Z ! W su h that the domain Dom() = Domt () [ Dom ()
of  with Domt (): = fXa 2 VZ jt (Xa ) 6= Xa g and Dom (): = fA 2
Zj (A) 6= Ag, is nite. Furthermore, we assume that
if a 2 C , then (Xa ) must be a-mono hrome for any variable
Xa 2 Domt (), and
j(Xa )j = j(Xb )j for all Xa; Xb 2 Domt ().
Note that lo al variables an never appear in the odomain of the term
substitution, sin e we have restri ted that to proper formulae.
REMARK 1. Note that the se ond ondition in the de nition of C -

substitutions (instan es of variants are variants) holds in general as a
simple indu tion on the stru ture shows: If  is a C -substitution and A
and B are variants, then (A) and (B) are variants.

A C -substitution  has to obey the dependen ies between di erent
variables. Instantiating Xa and Xb we have to take are that j(Xa )j =
j(Xb)j. Hen e, if the uni ation pro ess instantiates Xa with a formula
A, we also have to instantiate Xb with suitable formula A0 in order to
satisfy the onditions for C -substitutions in de nition 4. In parti ular
we have to guarantee that
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jAj = jA0 j and
[A0 =Xb ℄ is a C -substitution.
If b 2 C , then there is a unique solution for A0 whi h we all a b-

mono hrome variant of A. Intuitively we an obtain A0 from A by

re-dyeing all olors and olor-variables to b. In ase b 2 X the olor
annotations in A0 are not restri ted, so we only require jAj = jA0 j. Thus
we need some \most general s hema" whi h an be instantiated to any
possible A0 . We all these s hemata exi hrome variants and obtain
a exi hrome variant for A by repla ing ea h olor or olor-variable in
A by distin t new olor-variables.
DEFINITION 5. (a-Chrome Variant).

Let A; B 2 pw (), then we all B a

exi hrome variant of A, i B is exi hrome and jAj = jBj,
-mono hrome variant of A, i B is -mono hrome and
jAj = jBj,
b-




hrome variant of A, i
b 2 X and

b2C

B is a exi hrome variant of A or
and B is a b-mono hrome variant of A

Note that a-mono hrome variants are uniquely determined, sin e we
an obtain them by repla ing ea h olor and olor-variable by a.
EXAMPLE 2. sA (XB ) is a exi hrome variant of sd (X ), and Z sA (sB Z )
one of Z sd (s Z ), but Z sA (sA Z ) and Z sA (s Z ) are not. Furthermore, the formulae s (X ) and Z s (s Z ) are - hrome variants of
sd XA and Z sd (s Z ) respe tively.
LEMMA 1. If a formula A is ompatible with some olor a 2 C [ X ,

then there is an a- hrome variant G of A and a C -substitution , su h
that (G) = A.
Proof. If a is a olor variable, then by a simple indu tion on the
stru ture of A, we see that there is a exi hrome variant G of A and
furthermore that we an hose  to be a olor substitution that redyes the olor variables of G. If a 2 C , then A must be a-mono hrome
by ompatibility, and we an hoose G = A and  to be the identity

substitution.

2
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DEFINITION 6. (Indu ed Z -Substitution). Let A 2 pw () be a
proper formula, X 2 V , and Z  C [ X , then we say that the Z substitution
[ A=X ℄ Z = f[Aa =Xa ℄ja 2 Zg
is indu ed by [A=X ℄ i for all a 2 Z , the term Aa is the a- hrome
variant of A. Note that [ A=X ℄ Z is a C -substitution that has nite
support whenever Z is nite. Furthermore it is unique up to the hoi e
of new olor variants in the exi hrome variants of A. Sin e the indu ed
Z -substitution only depends on the erasures of A and X , we will also
use it for un olored formulae.
The signi an e of the indu ed Z -substitutions is that for any C substitution  with Dom() = fX gZ , we have  = [ j(X )j=X ℄ Z . In
other words, the well-formedness onditions for C -substitutions ensure,
that the XZ -part of a substitution an be indu ed from the erasure
alone. In the uni ation we will use the fa t that if we know the stru ture of the olor erasure of a general binding, then we an already x
the X part of the solution.
EXAMPLE 3. Let Z = fa; b; Ag and A = f (g(Xa )), then
[ A=X ℄ Z = [fa (ga (Xa ))=Xa ℄; [fb (gb (Xb ))=Xb ℄; [fC (gD (XE ))=XA ℄
3. Uni ation

The entral data stru ture for higher-order uni ation is that of uni ation problems, i.e. sets of pairs A =t B of formulae with oin iding
types and pairs of olors
b. We will represent these sets as on: if ait=is irrelevant
jun tions and write =,
whether we mean =t or = .
Note that we do not restri t ourselves to proper uni ation problems
in this paper (we will all a uni ation problem proper i all of the
formulae o urring in it are).
DEFINITION 7. (C -Uni er). We all a C -substitution  = (t ;  ) a
C -uni er of a uni ation problem
E = A1 =t B1 ^ : : : ^ An =t Bn ^ a1 = b1 ^ : : : ^ am = bm
i
t (Ai )=  t (Bi ) for all 1  i  n and
 (ai ) =  (bi ) for all 1  i  m
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and we will denote the set of C -uni ers of E with U(E ).
For a set W  VZ [ X of variables, we all C -substitutions  and 
equal on W (we denote that by  = [W ℄), i for all X 2 W (X ) =
(X ). We will use the obvious extension of this equality to -equality
and to sets of equations, furthermore we will abbreviate  = [free(E )℄
with  = [E ℄ for a uni ation problem E .
We all a subset  U(E ) a omplete set of C -uni ers of E , i
for all  2 U(E ) there is a  2 that is more general than , i.e. there
is a C -substitution , su h that =   Æ [E ℄. If the singleton set fg is
a omplete set of uni ers of E , then we all  a most general uni er
for E .
DEFINITION 8. (Solved Form). Let
E := A =: B ^E 0 be a uni ation
:
problem, then we all the pair A = B solved in E , i either
it is a term pair Xa =t B for some variable X 2 V , some proper
formula B and some olor a 2 C [ X and
 Xa 2= free(B) and
 if X 2 free(E 0)) for some 2 Z , then it o urs exa tly as
the left hand side of a pair X =t C, su h that jBj = jCj and
C is - hrome, or
it is a olor pair A = b for some olor variable A 2 X , su h that
A 6= b and A 2
= free(E 0 ).
We say that E is in solved form, i all its pairs are solved in E . Clearly,
any proper C -substitution
 = [A1 =Xa1 ℄; : : : ; [An =Xann ℄; [a1 =A1 ℄; : : : [am =Am ℄
uniquely determines a solved uni ation problem
E = Xa1 =t A1 ^ : : : ^ Xann =t An ^ A1 = a1 ^ Am = am
in solved form. We will use [ X =t A℄ for E[ A=X ℄ , where [ A=X ℄ is the
indu ed substitution ( f. de nition 6).
Conversely, the onditions on solved forms ensure that the orresponding substitutions are C -substitutions: The rst ondition ensures
well-de nedness (o urs- he k), idempoten e, and properness while the
se ond ensures that E is a C -substitution.
1

1
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(U A) =t (V B) Z 2 LV new
SIM( )
[Z=U ℄A =t [Z=V ℄B
(U A) =t B Z 2 LV new
SIM()
[Z=U ℄A =t (BZ )
ha Un =t hb Vn ^ E h 2  [ LV
SIM(de )
a = b ^ U1 =t V1 ^ : : : ^ Un =t Vn ^ E
Figure 2.

De omposition Rules in SIM
A= b^E

A2X

\ free(E )
SIM(elim: ol )
A = b ^ [b=A℄E

(A) Fa Z k =t A 2 E
E F 2= free
LV (A)  fZ ig  LV
SIM(elim:term )
[ F =t Z k A℄ C F;E ^ [ Z k A=F ℄ C F;E (E )
2(

Figure 3.

3.1.

)

2(

)

Variable Elimination Rules in SIM

Simplifi ation

DEFINITION 9. (SIM: Simpli ation of C -Uni ation Problems). The
rules for onstraint simpli ation onsist of the de omposition rules in
gure 2 and the variable elimination rules in gure 3
In ontrast to the simple higher-order uni ation we have to ensure
that the resulting solutions are C -substitutions, therefore, we have to
apply [ X k A=F ℄ C (F;E ) to E if we eliminate Fa with X k A. Note
that this approa h works even if the pair Fa Z k =t A is not well- olored,
sin e any olor lash (say if A ontains a b- olored symbol) would be
dete ted during de omposition of the resulting pair Aa =t A.
2
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We apply these rules with the understanding that the operators ^
and =t are ommutative and asso iative and that trivial pairs may be
dropped. Furthermore after the appli ation of ea h rule all formulae
are redu ed to head normal form. Finally, no rule may be applied to a
solved pair.
LEMMA 2. If D: E `SIM E 0 , then U(E ) = U(E 0 )[E ℄.
Proof. We will only on ern ourselves with SIM(elim:term ), sin e
the other rules are like the un olored ones. So let E be a C -uni ation
problem and (Fa Z ) =t A be the pair in E that the rule SIM(elim:term )
a ts upon. Furthermore let Fb 2 free(E ) for some b 6= a.
We show that for an arbitrary idempotent proper C -uni er  of E ,
the b- hrome variant of the formula Z n A is more general than (Fb ).
So let  be an arbitrary C -uni er of E , then
(Fa )=  (Z Fa Z )=  Z (Fa Z )=  Z (A)=  (Z A)
sin e the Zi are not in Dom(). Now we know that j(Fb )j = (Fa )j,
sin e  is a C -substitution, on the other hand (Fb ) is ompatible with
b, so there is a unique b- hrome variant G of Z A and a substitution
, su h that (G) = Z A by lemma 1, sin e b was hosen arbitrarily
in the set C2 (F; E ), we obtain the assertion.
2
Clearly the SIM Transformations are a joint generalization of the
rst-order olored uni ation algorithm as it has been presented in [21℄
and Huet's simpli ation rules [32℄; they are terminating and on uent
up to asso iativity and ommutativity of ^, =t and = . Thus it makes
sense to speak of a SIM-normal form. Unlike uni ation for rst-order
logi , the SIM-normal forms are not solved forms, but an ontain
pairs of the form ha U =t kb U, where at least one of the heads ha and
ka is a olored variable.
3.2. General Unifi ation
The lassi al approa h to higher-order uni ation on un- olored terms
redu es the problem of nding solutions for un- olored SIM-normal
pairs to the the general binding problem: Given a type and a symbol
, nd the most general well-formed formula of type that has head .
Indeed it is suÆ ient to instantiate the head variables in SIM-normal
pairs with su h general bindings to obtain a omplete set of HOU transformations. Sin e we have already generalized the simpli ation rules
to deal with the olor annotations, and we know from the lassi al ase,
that the erasures of the instantiations of head variables must be general bindings, it is suÆ ient to employ the un olored rules for general
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higher-order uni ation. This will allow us to use most of the metatheory dire tly from the un- olored ase (see for instan e [32, 24℄). To
keep this paper self- ontained, let us restate the de nitions.
DEFINITION 10. (General Binding). We all the formula
GBÆh = Z : : : Z n :(H 1 Z ) : : : (H m Z )
1

a general binder i
Æ = n ! and  has type m !
one of the following holds:

 =Z


and j = m ! for some j  n, then h = j and
we all a proje tion binding or
 = S for some onstant or free variable S of type m ! ,
then h = S and we all GÆh an imitation binding.
j

GÆj

the H i are new variables of type n ! i ,
Note that this de nition is unique up to the names of the new variables
H i and only depends on the signature . Finally, for given type , and
head h we olle t the imitation binding and all proje tion bindings (there
need not be proje tion bindings for all types) in set of approximations
of h and

ABh () := fGBh ()g [ fGBj ()jj  ng
The signi an e of this lass of formulae is given by the following
theorem, whi h is a simple onsequen e of the normal form theorem.
THEOREM 1. (General Binding Theorem). Let A 2 pw () be a
formula with head(A) = h, then there exists a substitution , su h
that (G)=  A where G = GBh () is the general binding for h and .
Moreover, if A is a head normal form, then the depth of  is stri tly
less than that of A.

DEFINITION 11. (CUT : Transformations for C -Uni ation). Let CUT
be the system SIM augmented by the inferen e rules in gure 4. Just
as in SIM leave the asso iativity and ommutativity of ^, =t , and =
impli it. We have ombined the lassi al imitation (G has head h) and
proje tion (G is a proje tion binding) transformations (see [32℄) into
CUT ( ex =rig ). This set of rules is used with the onvention that all
formulae are eagerly redu ed to SIM-normal form. In parti ular by
eliminating the new pairs Fa =t G instantiate olored variables in E
with the orre tly olored variants of G.
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Fa Un =t Fb Vn ^ E
CUT (de )
a = b ^ U1 =t V1 ^ : : : ^ Un =t Vn ^ E
Fa U =t hb V ^ E G 2 ABh ()
CUT ( ex =rig )
Fa =t G ^ Fa U =t hb V ^ E
Fa U =t Gb V ^ E G 2 ABh ()
CUT (guess )
Fa =t G ^ Fa U =t Gb V ^ E
Figure 4.

General Colored Uni ation

The soundness of these rules is a dire t onsequen e of the ( olored)
soundness of SIM and the soundness of lassi al HOU on the erasures.
Therefore, we dire tly have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. (Soundness of CUT ). If E `CUT E 0 su h that E 0 is in
C -solved form, then the substitution E jfree(E ) 2 U(E ).
0

So if the algorithm CUT returns a substitution  for an initial system
E , then  is indeed a C -uni er for E . The main result of this se tion is
the onverse, namely, that given an initial C -uni ation problem E and
a C -uni er , the algorithm CUT an ompute a C -uni er  of E , whi h

is more general than .
As higher-order uni ation is unde idable [16℄, our set of transformations annot be terminating in general. We will prove, that CUT is
a omplete C -uni ation pro edure, i.e. for any given  2 U(E ) there
is a CUT -derivation E `CUT E 0 su h that E 0 is a C -uni ation problem in C -solved form, and E0 is more general than . For this we only
need a subset CUT  of inferen e rules that approximate the solution
 (for details and proofs see[32, 24℄). Even though CUT must be nonterminating in general (otherwise HOU would be de idable) we have
the following semi-termination result.
THEOREM 3. If E is a uni ation problem with uni er , then
.

CUT  is terminating.
CUT  onserves the subset of uni

ers that are ompatible with
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if no transformation rule from
is in C -solved form.

CUT  is appli able to E , then E

In parti ular, a uni ation problem E has an uni er , i there is a
sequen e of CUT  -transformations that terminates with a solved form
E 0. Sin e CUT  onserves the set of uni ers that approximate , and
EE is a most general uni er of E 0, EE must be more general than .
Sin e the olored uni ation transformations are also lassi al ones, we
dire tly have semi-termination for the olored ase. This leads to the
following ompleteness result for higher-order olored uni ation.
0

0

THEOREM 4. (Completeness Theorem for CUT ). For any C -uni ation
problem E and any C -substitution  2 U(E ), there is a CUT -derivation
E `CUT E 0 su h that E 0 is in C -solved form and E0   [E ℄.
If we ombine the soundness results from theorem 2 with the ompleteness result from theorem 4, we an hara terize the set of solutions
found by the algorithm CUT by the following orollary.
COROLLARY 1. For any C -uni ation problem E the set
CUT (E ) := fE jE `CUT E 0 and E 0 is in C -solved formg
0

is a omplete set of C -uni ers for E .

3.3.

C

Pre- -Unifi ation

As for uni ation in the simply typed  al ulus, the rule CUT (guess )
gives rise to a ombinatory explosion of the sear h spa e for uni ers.
Huet's solution to this problem was to rede ne the higher-order uniation problem to a form suÆ ient for refutation purposes: For the
pre-uni ation problem ex- ex pairs are onsidered already solved,
sin e they an always be trivially solved by binding the head variables
to spe ial onstant fun tions that identify the formulae by absorbing
their arguments.
In ase of the olored - al ulus a ex- ex pair may have no solution,
e.g. if the top-level variables of both terms are annotated by di erent
olors. Consider the following examples:
EXAMPLE 4. Let F; G 2 V , then the uni ation problem Fd ad =t
G a has no uni er. On the other hand Fd a =t G a has an uni er
[Z Z=Fd ℄; [Z Z=G ℄.
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The reason for this is the fa t that proje tions, i.e. terms of the
form X k X i , arry no olor information and these are valid instan es
of olored variables like Fd or G . Hen e, in order to solve ex- ex
pairs like the se ond one in example 4 we have to map one of the toplevel variables to a proje tion formula. This gives rise to the following
de nition:
DEFINITION 12. (Flexible Chain). Let E be a C -uni ation problem,
then a subset E 0 = A1 =t B1 ^ : : : ^ An =t Bn of ex/ ex pairs in E is
alled a a exible hain of E i head(Ai ) = head(Bi 1 ) 2 VX for
2  i  n. We all head(A1 ) = F and head(Bn ) = Gd the left{ and
right ends of E 0 .
If ; d 2 C and 6= d then we all E 0 a redu ible hain, otherwise a
safe hain, similarly, we all a pair in E safe, i there is no redu ible
hain in E that ontains it, and a uni ation problem, if it does not
ontain redu ible hains.

It will turn out that safe hains always have solutions, whereas a
redu ible hain in a system E indi ates a lash of di erent olor annotations to the top-level variables. As mentioned above, the resolution
of this lash will be to bind one of these top-level variables to a proje tion formula. Thus, we an step by step redu e the number of redu ible
hains in E .
LEMMA 3. Let E = E 0 ^ Er , where Er = A1 =t B1 ^ : : : ^ An =t Bn
is a redu ible hain, then for ea h C -uni er  of E , there is a number
1  i  n, su h that (head(Ai )) or (head(Bi )) is a proje tion
formula.
Proof. Let Faii = head(Ai ) and Gibi = head(Bi ), then a1 ; bn 2 C ,

but a1 6= bn , sin e Er is redu ible by assumption. If we assume that
none of the Faii = head(Ai ) and Gibi = head(Bi ) is a proje tion, then
we have
head((Fa1 )) = head((A1 )) = head((B1 )) = head((G1bn ))
= head((Fa2 )) = head((A2 )) = : : : = head((Gnbn ))
However (Fa1 ) and (Gnbn ) must be mono hrome, as  is well- olored
and therefore a1 = bn, whi h ontradi ts our assumption that Er is
redu ible.
2
1

2

1

DEFINITION 13. (Pre-C -Solved Form). Let E be a C -uni ation problem the we all a pair A =t B in E pre-solved in E , i A =t B is
solved in E or A =t B is a safe ex/ ex pair in E . We all E pre-C solved, i all of its pairs are. Thus E is pre-C -solved, i all of its pairs
are solved or ex/ ex and safe.
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This de nition is tailored to guarantee that pre-C -uni ers an always
be extended to C -uni ers by nding trivial uni ers for the exible pairs
and that equational problems in pre-C -solved form always have most
general uni ers. Therefore an equational system E is pre-C -uni able, i
it is C -uni able.
DEFINITION 14. (Color Restri tion). Let E be a safe system, then the
olor restri tion r(Xa ; E ) of a olored variable Xa with respe t to E
is de ned by
r(Xa ; E ) = d if a 2 X and there is exible hain E 0 in
left head Xa and right head Yd for some d 2 C .

E

with

r(Xa ; E ) = a otherwise.
Given a safe system E the notion of olor restri tion is well-de ned.
Suppose, there are two subsets of E satisfying the ondition of the definition above whi h result in di erent olor restri tions and 0 for a
olored variable atom Xa . Merging both sets we would obtain a redu ible
hain in E , whi h ontradi ts our assumption that E is safe. Note that
for any ex/ ex pair Fa U =t Gb V in E either
r(Fa ; E ) = r(Gb ; E ) 2 C or
both r(Fa ; E ) and r(Gb ; E ) are olor variables.
In the rst ase we furthermore know that either a 2 X or r(Fa ; E ) = a
(and similarly for b and r(Gb ; E )).
EXAMPLE 5. Both uni ation problems Fd ad =t G a and Fd a =t
G a from example 4 are redu ible exible hains, so any uni er has
to be a proje tion. Indeed for the se ond one, the proje tion bindings
[Z Z=Fd ℄; [Z Z=G ℄ su eed, whereas they lash for the rst problem.
The problem E = Fa a =t GA b ^GA =t HB bd is safe, and r(GA ; E ) =
r(HB ; E ) = a. Finally F = FA a =t GB bd is safe with r(FA ; F ) = A
and r(GB ; F ) = B.
DEFINITION 15. (Trivial Uni er). Let E be a pre-C -solved C -uni an
m
tion problem, su h that E 0 := Fa ! Un =t Gb ! Vm is a pre-C -solved
pair in E and H := fH j 2 T g be a reserved set of typed variables
with H \ free(E ) = ;. Furthermore let
E := [Z 11 : : : Z nn H r(Fa;E ) =Fa ℄; [Z 11 : : : Z mm H r(Gb ;E ) =Gb ℄
0

If r(Fa ; E ) 6= r(Gb ; E ), then both are olor variables and E is augmented by the olor substitution [ r(Gb ; E )= r(Fa ; E )℄. Finally, we dene E as the union of the E for all ex- ex pairs E 0 in E .
0

0
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The next lemma shows that pre-C -uni ers an always be extended to
C -uni ers by nding trivial C -uni ers for the pre-C -solved pairs. Therefore a -uni ation problem E is pre-C -uni able, i it is C -uni able.
LEMMA 4. Let E be a pre-C -solved uni ation problem, then E [ E

is a C -uni er of E
Proof. Let E 0 and E be as in de nition 15, then E is a C -uni er
for E 0 , sin e
0

0

E (Fa Un )=  H r(Gb ;E ) =  E (Gb Vm )
0

0

and either r(Fa ; E ) = r(Gb ; E ) or they are identi ed by E . Consequently, E [ E is a pre-C -uni er of E , sin e E uni es the C -solved
pairs in E and E the ex/ ex ones.
To show that E is a C -substitution, we verify the onditions of
de nition 4: We have two ases
r(Fa ; E ) = r(Gb ; E ) 2 C and a 2 C (in whi h ase E (Fa ) =
Z 1 : : : Z nn H r(G ;E ) is a = r(Gb ; E )-mono hrome) or
a 2 X , whi h is unproblemati .
The argumentation for Gb is analogous
For the onsisten y onditions on erasures, note that for any variable
X and olors e; f we have jE (Xe )j = jE (Xf )j, sin e the head H and
thus the erasure itself is uniquely determined by the type of X .
2
0

1

b

DEFINITION 16. (CPT :Transformations for C -Pre-Uni ation).
We de ne the set CPT of transformations for pre-C -uni ation
by modifying the CUT rules CUT (de ) and CUT ( ex =rig ) by requiring
that they may not be performed on C -pre-solved pairs and repla ing
CUT (guess ) by the inferen e rule in gure 5
Fa U =t Gb V ^ E G 2 GBj ()
CPT ( ex = ex )
Fa =t G ^ Fa U =t Gb V ^ E
Fa U =t Gb V is a pair of a redu ible hain.
Figure 5.

Higher-Order Colored Pre-Uni ation

With the de nitions above we obtain a ompleteness result for CPT
similar to theorem 4.
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THEOREM 5. For any C -uni ation problem E the set
CPT (E ) := fE jE `CPT E 0 and E 0 is in pre-C -solved formg
0

is a omplete set of pre-C -uni ers for E .

Proof Sket h. The proof goes through with exa tly the same methods,

as we have used them in se tion 3. The only di eren e is that we use
lemma 3 to a ount for the restri ted ex/ ex- ase.
2
Note that in ontrast to lassi al higher-order pre-uni ation we
annot drop the CUT (guess ) and CUT (de ) rules altogether, but the
given restri tion is severe enough to make pre-C -uni ation tra table.
In parti ular the restri tion alleviates the need for unspe i ed imitations in CUT (guess ), whi h makes full uni ation in nitely bran hing.
Obviously, safety is a de idable property and olour restri tions are effe tively omputable: uni ation problems are nite, and there an be
at most exponentially many paths in one. Thus a simple generate-and
test pro edure will do. Computationally, this exponential step will not
slow down higher-order uni ation, sin e the -normalization step is
already non-elementary.
3.4. Higher-Order Patterns
There are ertain synta ti fragments of the simply typed  al ulus,
where the higher-order uni ation problem has better properties than
in the general ase. We will on entrate on higher-order patterns [26,
27℄, where the problem is unitary for the un olored ase. In the olored
ase, the problem is slightly more omplex, and we will pro t from the
understanding of olored ex/ ex pairs that we have a hieved in the
last se tion. Higher-order pattern extensions of rippling have already
been studied by Kraan et al. in the ontext of program synthesis in [25℄,
without arriving at an satisfying algorithm or treatment of the metatheory. The theory presented below an a posteriori be taken as a logi al
basis for Kraan's work.
For the olored - al ulus, the de nition of higher-order patterns is
very similar to the un olored ase; in fa t it oin ides with the traditional one for proper formulae.
DEFINITION 17. (Higher-Order Pattern). We all a formula A 2 w ()
a higher-order pattern, i any o urren e of a free variable F in
A must be in a subformula B of A of the form F Z '(1) : : : Z '(n) , where
Z i 2 LV and ' is a partial permutation from k into n, i.e. an inje tive mapping from f1; : : : ; kg into f1; : : : ; n  kg, where k is the length
of . In other words, all free variables of a higher-order pattern o ur
at the leaves, or applied to a list of distin t bound variables.
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We will all a C -substitution  a pattern substitution, i for all
Xa in Dom(), (Xa ) is a higher-order pattern. Note that the lass of
higher-order patterns is losed under pattern substitutions.
EXAMPLE 6. Let f; a be onstants and F; G be variables and UV W be

lo al variables of appropriate type, then UV W Fa W U , and Fa W U ,
and U fA (V Fb UV )aa (Ga U ) are higher-order patterns, while F a,
Z F ZaB , Z Fa ZZ , and UV F U (V U ) are not. Furthermore, all
rst-order formulae and all losed formulae are higher-order patterns,
sin e they do not ontain free fun tion variables. Finally, rigid general
bindings are higher-order patterns, while exible are not in general.

This synta ti fragment allows to spe ialize the uni ation rules
from de nition 11.
DEFINITION 18. (Transformations for Pattern Uni ation). The inferen e rules for UP at are those of CPT , together with the additional
rules for safe ex/ ex pairs shown in gures 6 and 7. The rst one handles the ase, where the heads are identi al and the se ond one, where
they are distin t.
Fa k ! X '(k) =t Fb Z

k

( )

^E

r(Fa ; E ) = r(Fb ; E ) ^ E ^ Fa Z '(k) =t Fb Z (k)
^Fa =t W k'(k) HaW (l) ^ Fb =t W k'(k) HbW (l)

UP at (same )

' and

are partial permutations from k to n
 is a partial permutation from k to l, su h that (i) = '(j ),
i '(j ) = (j ), i.e.  pi ks out all arguments, where ' and
oin ide.
H is a new variable of type (l) !
Figure 6.

Pattern Uni ation with Identi al Heads

Colored pattern uni ation annot be unitary, sin e on i ting olors on ex/ ex pairs an for e the instantiations to be (un olored)
proje tions. As we have seen above, on i ting olors an entail that
ex/ ex pairs are unsolvable, on the other hand, for pattern uni ation, they an also lead multiple solutions (the erasure of whi h an
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be represented by a more general un olored higher-order pattern16 ).
Consider for instan e the pair
UV W Z Fa UV W Z =t UV W Z Fb V UW Z
where is a base type and a; b 2 C . Obviously, there are two most
general solutions.
3 := [UV W Z W=Fa ℄; [UV W Z W=Fb ℄
4 := [UV W Z Z=Fa ℄; [UV W Z Z=Fb ℄
Fa k ! Z '(k) =t Gb l ! Z
a = b ^ Fa Z '(k)

=t GbZ

^Fa =t W k' k HaW '
( )

0

l

^E

^E
^ Gb =t W l

UP at (di )

( )

m)

(

l

( )

l

( )

Hb W

0

m)

(

'; be partial permutations from k (l) to n.

'0 and 0 are partial permutations from m into k; l, su h
that '0 (m) = i and 0 (m) = j , i '(i) = (j ).
H is a new variable of type
Figure 7.

0

m)

(

!

Higher-Order Colored Pattern Uni ation with Distin t Heads

The tra table nature of pattern uni ation hinges on the observation that the solving of ex/rigid pairs is deterministi , that is, all
but the imitation or one proje tion immediately lead to failure. Thus
for pattern uni ation we only an dire tly inherit the de omposition
and ex/rigid rules from general olored higher-order uni ation and
only have to on ern ourselves with the ex/ ex situations. Clearly, all
the dis ussion about exible hains also applies to higher-order patterns, so we keep the ex/ ex rule for redu ible exible hains. This
leaves us with the ase of safe ex/ ex pairs, where (as we have seen
above) olor lashes are not a problem. Therefore, we an dire tly adapt
the well-known rules for higher-order pattern uni ation: If we have
a pair Fa U n =t Fb V n , then Fa is bound to to Z n Ha Wk and Fb to
16
This observation shows that a generate-and-test pro edure for olored pattern
uni ation is infeasible, sin e this would have generated the un olored solution and
reje ted it, erroneously predi ting the absen e of olored solutions.
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Z n Hb Wk , where the W k are those bound variables, where U i = V i .17

Unlike in the un olored ase, an appli ation of this rule does not immediately solve the pair (the olors a and b need not be identi al), but it
transforms it into a form, in whi h de omposition an do the rest (this
will always su eed, i the pair the rule a ts upon is safe).
For the remaining ase of safe ex/ ex pairs with di ering head
variables, we use a similar argumentation (dire tly modeled after the
un olored ase) and rule. From this argumentation (the ex/rigid and
the safe ex/ ex ases are deterministi and the redu ible ex/ ex ases
only involve proje tions), we an dire tly derive that olored pattern
uni ation is de idable18 and nitary i.e. pattern uni ation problems
have at most nitely many most general uni ers.
THEOREM 6. (Completeness for UP at). Let E be an uni ation problem, then UP at is terminating and yields an irredu ible problem
su h that either

F is solved and F is a most general uni er of E or
F is not solved and E is not uni able.
Furthermore, UP at is on uent ex ept for CPT ( ex = ex ),
nitely bran hing.

F,

whi h is

4. Knowledge Representation

In this se tion we will work on the semanti s of olors as they are
used to en ode additional knowledge about formulae into annotations
of symbol o urren es. The olored - al ulus provides the ne essary
devi es to maintain this knowledge during the dedu tion by introdu ing
olored substitutions and olored uni ers. It remains the question how
to en ode the given domain knowledge into olors and vi e versa how to
de ode again the inherited knowledge from the annotations distributed
over the entire term or formula.
In the examples in se tions 1.1 and 1.2 we have used annotations
( olors) of symbols to guide the dedu tion pro ess in su h a way that
For any uni er  we have (Fa ) = Z n A. Now, A an only have o urren es
of Z i , su h that U i = V i : If we assume that A ontains an o urren e of Zi (say at
position p) with U i 6= V i , then (F )U n =  [U n =Z n ℄A and (F )U n =  [U n =Z n ℄A,
so these di er at position p, whi h ontradi ts the assumption that  uni es E .
18
The termination and on uen e arguments an be dire tly modeled after the
standard ase.
17
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ea h intermediate result of dedu tion has to satisfy spe i restri tions. Rippling uses the semanti information that we must apply the
indu tion hypothesis to rewrite the indu tion on lusion. Additionally
it assumes that the hypothesis is always homomorphi ally embedded
into the intermediate results of manipulating the on lusion. Ea h symbol o urren e inside the hypothesis orresponds uniquely to a symbol
o urren e inside the (manipulated) on lusion. We may en ode this
knowledge by dyeing symbol o urren es whi h are inside the range
of the mapping white while all others grey. If we need a more granular information about orresponding symbol o urren es in hypothesis
and on lusion we may even atta h unique olors to the orresponding
o urren es instead of oloring them all uniquely white. Thus we split
up the set of olor onstants C into a subset D of olor onstants whi h
ontribute to the skeleton, like for instan e \white", and other olors
C n D, like \grey", whi h indi ate wave-fronts.
En oding the mapping into annotations we have to supply an appropriate fun tion D whi h will synthesize the information en oded into
annotations. In parti ular we are interested in all symbol o urren es
of the manipulated on lusion whi h are related to o urren es of the
hypothesis. We an easily determine these o urren es by the olor of
their annotation. Sin e we also like to extra t the subterm-relations
in whi h these symbols o ur, D has also to in orporate knowledge
about the subterm relations between symbols annotated with olors of
D. Thus, instead of omputing a set of unrelated symbol o urren es,
D will onstru t new (annotated) formulae a ording to the original
term stru ture by using the symbols annotated with olors of D.
We introdu e the notion of a skeleton in two steps. First, we hara terize the extra tion and gluing part within the de nition of an initial
skeleton e D . This skeleton will still ontain some redundan ies whi h
will be removed by applying some redu tion rules yielding the nal
skeleton D .
Sin e D has to deliver the subterm-relations between the symbol
o urren es under onsideration, the skeleton is built up along the formula onstru tion of annotated formulae. Thus, the skeleton inherits
the stru ture of the original formula and is basi ally de ned as a homomorphi extension of a mapping on symbol o urren es. The skeleton
of an appli ation is a set of appli ations onstru ted of the skeletons
of the arguments, also lambda-expressions are translated in a homomorphi way to a set of lambda-expressions using the skeletons of the
redex.
Sin e we are interested in symbol o urren es annotated with olors
of D, e D will map su h symbols hd into the singleton set fhd g. If a
symbol h is annotated with a olor whi h is not member of D then
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we a tually like to dis ard this symbol o urren e. If h has base type
then e D will return a singleton set ontaining a dummy symbol f! to
preserve well-typedness. For h of non-base type, the e D has to provide
appropriate -expressions su h that omputing e D (h AB) will return
the union of the skeletons of A and B. This an be done by mapping
h to the set of all the possible proje tions to its arguments.
We are left with the ase of bound variables whi h have no annotations at all. In this ase e D again returns a singleton set ontaining
the bound variable.
We summarize the notion of a initial skeleton into the following
de nition:
DEFINITION 19. (Initial Skeleton). Let A 2 pw () be a well-formed
formula and D  C be the set of skeleton olors. Then the initial
skeleton e D is de ned as follows:
e D (X ) = fX g if X 2 LV ,

e D (hd ) = fhd g if d 2 D [ X ,
e D (hd ) = ff! g if d 2 (C n D), and the type of h is base,
e D (hd ) = f(Zn f! ! Z ); : : : ; (Zn f! n! Zn)g if d 2 (C n
1

1

D), where his of type n ! ( base type).
e D (BC) = f(B0C0 )jB0 2 e D (B) and C0 2 e D (C)g, and
e D (Z B) = fZ B0jB0 2 e D (B)g.

We had to invent type- onversion fun tion to obtain typed terms as
members of the skeleton. Sin e in some terms, o urren es of these typeonversion fun tions are redundant, we use the following !-redu tion
rules to remove redundan ies in the initial skeleton.
DEFINITION 20. (!-Redu tion). We say that a well-formed formula
B is obtained by a well-formed formula A by a one-step !-redu tion
(A !! B), if it is obtained by applying one of the rules given in Fig.
8 to a well-formed part of A As usual we de ne the transitive losure
of the redu tion relation !! with !! and use ! ! for the union
of the redu tion relations ! , ! , and !! .
In order to ompare two skeletons we like to disregard di eren es aused
by -equality or !-redu tion. Hen e, we ombine  and !-redu tions
to obtain a !-redu tion.
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f! ! (f! ! X )
f! ! X
Figure 8. ! -Redu

!! f! ! X
!! X

f! ! f! !! f!
x x !! f! !

tion Rules

THEOREM 7. (Strong Normalization). Every sequen e of !-redu tions

terminates and leads to a unique !-normal form.
Proof. The Theorem is proven in the appendix (se tion A).

2

Thus, !-redu tion terminates for all -terms A and results in
a unique normal form A # ! . Based on the de nitions of the initial
skeleton and the !-redu tion we de ne now the skeleton of a higherorder term as follows:
DEFINITION 21. (Skeleton). Let A 2 pw () be a well-formed formula and D  C be the set of skeleton olors. Then the skeleton
D (A) of A is de ned as the !-normal form e D (A) # ! of the
initial skeleton. Noti e that due to the on uen e of !-redu tion we
an also intertwine this redu tion and the omputation of the initial
skeleton whi h results in a one-pass omputation of the skeleton.
The skeleton is independant of the representation of a term wrt. equality, i.e. we do not have to normalize a term before omputing its
skeleton.
LEMMA 5. For all A; B 2 pw () :
A =  B implies D (A) = D (B)
The proof an be found in the appendix (se tion B). As a onsequen e
we have to make ompromises to the granularity in whi h we an annotate terms. Sin e we do not restri t the appli ation of the -rule ( ompared to the non-annotated - al ulus) we annot store any domain
knowledge (annotations) to lo al variables. Otherwise the unrestri ted
appli ation of the -rule would destroy this knowledge.19
The skeleton fun tion denotes an abstra tion on olored terms. Rippling makes use of this abstra tion by restri ting possible dedu tions

The introdu tion of type- onversion fun tions guarantee the - ompatibility.
Espe ially there is a subtle relation between mapping non-skeleton symbols to f!
(thus introdu ing some kind of \partial" skeleton) and -redu tion as the following example illustrates: a (UV U )(Aa ; Bb ) = (UV U )(Aa ; f! ) = fAa g =
a (Aa ) =
a (UV U )(Aa ; Ba )
19

f g

f g

f g
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to formulas or terms with identi al skeletons. Restri ting the proof in
the abstra t spa e we are now able to implement a generate-and-test
approa h whi h rst omputes a dedu tion step, se ondly al ulates its
abstra tion (skeleton) and nally ba ktra ks this step if the abstra tion does not satisfy the given restri tions. But in order to plan a proof
in the abstra t spa e we like to predi t whether a spe i dedu tion
step will satisfy the restri tions on its abstra tion without omputing
the result on a ground level. Thus, the question arises whether we are
able to al ulate the abstra tion (skeleton) of the result of a dedu tion
step only by onsidering the abstra tions (skeletons) of all involved
formulas?
As rippling is mostly done in a rewriting environment20 , we will disuss the issues of reasoning in the abstra t spa e in terms of a term
rewriting al ulus. In prin iple, term rewriting allows one to dedu e a
term [(B)=℄C from C i there is an equation A = B and a substitution  su h that (A) = Cj . In order to reason entirely in the abstra t spa e we have to be able to ompute the skeleton of [(B)=℄C
with the help of the skeletons of C, A and B. In ase of rst order
logi we know that D (A) = D (B) implies D ((A)) = D ((B))
(Substitution-Compatibility) and that D ( Cj ) = D ((B)) implies
D (C) = D ([(B)=℄C (Subterm-Compatibility). On e the abstra tions of both sides of a rewrite rule are equal, its use to rewrite a term
will not hange the abstra tion of the modi ed term.
We will dis uss now the higher-order ase: The property of subtermompatibility is in prin iple an immediate onsequen e of the de nition
of a skeleton being a homomorphi extension of a mapping on symbol
o urren es. Thus the following lemma holds; its proof is given in the
appendix (se tion B).
LEMMA 6. For all A; B 2 pw ()
D (A) = D ( Bj ) implies D (B) = D ([A=℄B):

The orresponding lemma about substitution- ompatibility an not be
lifted to the higher-order ase. The reason is that an instantiation may
enable the use of the -rule whi h then, may delete parts of the skeleton.
EXAMPLE 7. Consider two terms Fd a and fd a . Let 2 D while

d 62 D su h that both terms oin ide in their skeletons a . Instantiating
Fd by X bd will (after -redu tion) result in terms bd and fd a whi h
do obviously not oin ide in their skeleton.

We will denote the subterm B in A at position  with
repla ing this o urren e of B in A with C with [C=℄A.
20

j and the result of

A
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Two possibilities to get rid of this problem immediately suggest
themselves: adding fun tion variables (regardless of their annotations)
always to the skeleton or restri ting admissible substitutions in order to avoid these substitutions. However both will be too restri tive
for pra ti al reasons. What are the pra ti al impli ations of this la k
of substitution- ompatibility? In order to guarantee that D (C) =
D ([(B)=℄C) holds we have now to test the missing property: ea h
time an annotated rewrite rule A = B (satisfying D (A) = D (B))
is used to modify a term C we have to he k whether D ((A)) =
D ((B )) holds. Sin e this test an be made very eÆ iently, the pra ti al impli ations of the missing property are rather small. We an still
spe ulate about a proof on the abstra t spa e although we have to keep
in mind that in some ases the re nement will not be possible be ause
of the missing substitution-property.
5. Related Work

Smaill and Green [31℄ developed the notion of higher-order embeddings.
 is a relation on terms and s!
 t | speaking A is
An embedding !
embedded in B | denotes intuitively that A is a skeleton of B. As a
 t. Also a
base ase ea h atomi expression B is embedded into itself: t!
term A is embedded into an appli ation (B1 B2 ) if it is embedded into
one of its arguments or A is itself an appli ation (A1 A2 ) and ea h Ai
is embedded in Bi . A is embedded into an abstra tion (U B) if it is
embedded into all instantiations (U B)C for all C or A is itself an
abstra tion (U A0 ) and (U A0 )C is embedded into (U B)C for
all C.
The notion of embeddings enables a generate-and-test pro edure21
based on standard higher order mat hing/uni ation whi h performs
an (arbitrary) dedu tion steps and tests whether a spe i term is
embedded into the result of this step. Our approa h to atta h additional information at ea h symbol allows one to maintain the information about embedding during the dedu tion pro ess sin e skeletons
are stable with respe t to subterm-repla ement. This information is
also ne essary to restri t the number of possible solutions (e.g during
higher-order uni ation) as soon as possible.
On one hand the generate-and-test approa h requires only the existen e of an algorithm whi h tests whether the skeleton is in some
sense embedded ( f. [31℄) in a formula whi h orresponds to a he k
whether the indi ated pattern is mat hed by the formula. But on the
21

For prin ipal diÆ ulties of this approa h f. footnote 16.
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other hand, then we have no information how parts of the skeleton will
be inherited during the dedu tion and therefore we have also no information how to sele t appropriate lemmata. Even worse, higher-order
uni ation usually results in tremendous number of uni ers and we
only an signi antly redu e that number if we in orporate the knowledge about the invarian e of the skeleton into the uni ation pro edure.
Thus, there is a strong need to in orporate a notion of skeleton into
the dedu tion ma hinery.
Comparing this notion of embedding and our de nition of skeletons
one observe several on eptual di eren es. In ase of appli ations the
de nition of embeddings does not preserve the intended subterm relation on ( rst-order) terms. For example, onsider a rst order term
 g(h(A; C); B) holds. This onfusion of
g(h(A; C); B) then h(A; B)!
arguments of h and g may ause severe problems when de ning termination orderings on rippling with the help of embeddings. In our
setting the skeleton of g( h(A; C ) ; B) is the set fh(A; f! ); Bg and the
use of the synta ti type- onversion fun tions prevents the mix-up of
arguments. Hen e, the intended subterm-relation is preserved.
6. Con lusion

Motivated by the rst-order rippling/ oloring method we have developed a olored higher-order logi and presented uni ation, pre-uni ation
and pattern uni ation algorithms that we have proven to be orre t
and omplete. In ontrast to other semanti annotation te hniques like
sorts, the oloring te hnique allows one to add annotations to symbol
o urren es in -terms. Thus it is possible to en ode arbitrary stru tural information into olors and to maintain this information impli itly
by the al ulus during a dedu tion.
From an abstra t point of view we an see that the olored - al ulus
and labeled dedu tion systems [10℄ share basi intuitions. Both use annotations to restri t the appli ability of inferen e rules and provide a
me hanism for maintaining the annotations during the inferen e. However, while LDS atta h labels to formulae, HOCU annotates symbol
o urren es with olors.
It seems plausible that olored logi s an be embedded into suitable
LDS if we assume that the labels have the same algebrai stru ture as
the formulae they are atta hed to. Moreover, any LDS that deals with
equality will probably need to maintain labels in su h a term-stru tured
form, sin e equality operates on subterm o urren es, whi h have to be
represented in some way. In this ase the olored - al ulus allows one
to deal with labels and formulae in a uniform and eÆ ient way taking
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advantage of the ommon stru ture of both. We leave a formal analysis
of this relation of approa hes to further resear h.
We have presented two appli ations of the olored - al ulus. First,
it provides a formal basis for the me hanization of higher-order reasoning with equality along the lines of [35, 20, 22℄ whi h develop heuristi s
that guide the di eren e redu tion pro ess in rst-order equality aluli. Sin e rippling is an instan e of this general di eren e redu tion
methodology, the al ulus presented in this paper is a basis for an
implementation of rippling in a higher-order setting whi h is required
e.g. in ase of middle-out reasoning [17, 23℄. Se ondly, it is also a logi al
basis for an interfa e for linguisti extra-semanti al information in the
onstru tion of natural-language semanti s. The algorithms presented
in this paper and the linguisti analyses from [11, 13, 12, 15℄ have been
implemented in the ChoLi system [8℄.
At least the linguisti appli ations suggest the need for more expressive olor languages. In [15℄ we have used feature stru tures as olors
to model the intera tion of linguisti onstraints. It turns out that the
uni ation methods presented in this paper are suÆ ient to treat su h
extensions in a uniform way.
A further extension would be to alleviate the restri tion that olors
only annotate free symbol o urren es by allowing olor annotations to
subterm o urren es or to bound variables. This would allow to extend
the s ope of the al ulus towards stru tural phenomena that is indu ed
by the full term stru ture.
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Appendix
A. Strong Normalization of !-Redu tion

In this appendix we will prove termination of the !-Redu tion used
in the de nition of a skeleton. For the termination proof, we use the
well-known logi al-relations method due to Tait [34℄ and Statman [33℄.
A simpler approa h using a permutation argument for - and !redu tion will not work, sin e in some ases an -step has to be simulated by two !-redu tion steps (the reader is refered to the proof of
lemma 11 for details). Neither an we use the general ombination result by Breazu-Tannen & Gallier [3℄ that proves strong normalization
of R for strongly normalizing algebrai R, sin e ! is not algebrai .
For the on uen e proof we only need to show that !-redu tion is
lo ally on uent, sin e this is suÆ ient for on uen e for well-founded
redu tions [1℄.
A.1.

Termination

The logi al relation proof of termination has three steps: We de ne
a logi al relation L that oin ides with with the desired termination
property S at base types and has good losure properties. Then we show
that L  S (Lemma 8) and that moreover L (A) for all A 2 pw ()
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(Lemma 10). Together these two results yield the termination result
for !-redu tion (Theorem 8).
DEFINITION 22. (Logi al Relation). A set L  pw () of proper
formulae is alled a logi al relation22 , i for all types = ! Æ and
all A 2 pw () we have L (A), i LÆ (AC) for all C 2 pw () with
L (C). Clearly, logi al relations are totally determined by their values
on base types. For any other S  pw (), we all the (unique) logi al
relation L that oin ides with S on base types the logi al relation
indu ed by S .
DEFINITION 23. (Admissible). Let L be a logi al relation, then a
head redu tion
(Z A )C !h [C=Z ℄A
is alled admissible, i L (C). A logi al relation L is said to be admissible if it is losed under admissible head expansions. (Formally:
Let be a type, and let A ; B be formulae with A !h B, then a
logi al relation L is alled admissible if L (B) implies that L (A).)
DEFINITION 24. (Terminating at A).
We say that !-redu tion is terminating at A (we write S (A),
i any sequen e of !-redu tions starting with A terminates. In the
following we will use L for the logi al relation indu ed by S .
LEMMA 7. If !-redu tion is terminating at C, and B is a subfor-

mula of C, then !-redu tion is terminating at B
Proof. Any in nite redu tion sequen e from B an be transformed
to one from C.
2

LEMMA 8. (L  S ). Let h be a onstant or free variable of type =
n

!

, su h that

is a base type then

S i (Ai) implies L (hAn), and
L (A) implies S (A).

Proof. We prove the assertion by a simultaneous indu tion over the
type . If is a base type, the se ond assertion is a trivial onsequen e
of the de nition of! L. For the rst assertion we have to onsider two
ases: If h 6= f! , then we obtain the fa t that !-redu tion is
terminating at hAn , sin e the Ai are (sin e the arguments of h are
The name omes from the intuition that L is a relation between formulae and
types.
22
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independent, there an be no !-redexes that are not in the Ai ), thus
L (hAn) sin e 2 BT (S = L there).
If h = f! ! , then
(: : : (f!} B) : : :))A2 : : : An )
hAn = (f| ! (f!{z
m

where the head of B is not f! . We show the assertion by an indu tion
over the number m, using the previous ase for m = 0. For the indu tive
ase we note that the rst two !-rules transform hAn into a formula of
the same form with redu ed m and the third rule annot apply at the
top-level of hAj at all. Thus we have ompleted the proof of the rst
assertion in the base type ase.
For the indu tive ase let = ! , and L (B). By the se ond
indu tive hypothesis we have S (B), by the rst indu tive hypothesis
L (hAnB). Thus L (hAn) by de nition and we have proven the rst
assertion.
For the se ond assertion let L (A) and X 2= free(A). With the
rst indu tive hypothesis (n = 0) we have L (X ), and thus L (AX )
by de nition. Now we see that !-redu tion is terminating at A,
sin e by the se ond indu tive hypothesis we have S (AX ) and S (A)
by lemma 7.
2
LEMMA 9. L is admissible.
Proof. We have to show that L ([B=Z ℄A) implies L ((Z A)B).
Now let = ! Æ, su h that Æ 2 BT , furthermore let L (A), and
L i (Ci). Then (by an iterated appli ation of the de nition of L) it is
suÆ ient to show that SÆ ((Z A)BC) ( !-redu tion is terminating
at (Z A)BC), sin e Æ is a base type.
So let us assume that L ([B=Z ℄A), then by de nition of L we have
LÆ ([B=Z ℄AC) and thus SÆ ([B=Z ℄AC). In parti ular S ([B=Z ℄A) and
S i (Ci) by lemma 7. Furthermore the head redu tion is admissible and
therefore L (B) and thus S (B) by lemma 8. Finally, !-redu tion
must be terminating at A, sin e an in nite redu tion from A would
imply one from [B=Z ℄A ( !-redu tion is invariant under instantiation). Thus there annot be an in nite sequen e of redu tions from
(Z A)BC that only ontra ts redexes from [B=Z ℄A and the Ci . Thus
su h a redu tion sequen e from (Z A)BC has the form
(Z A)BC

! ! (Z A0)B0C0
!h! [B0 =Z ℄A0C0
! ! : : :
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where A ! ! A0 , B ! ! B0 and Ci ! ! C0 i . Thus [B=Z ℄A !
[B0 =Z ℄A0 and in parti ular (in ontradi tion to our assumption), we
have onstru ted an in nite redu tion
[B=Z ℄AC ! ! [B0 =Z ℄A0 C0 ! ! : : :
2
We will now use the admissibility of L to as ertain that L =
pw (). To make the proof go through, we have to prove the following stronger assertion.
LEMMA 10. If  is a substitution, su h that L ((X )) for all X 2
Dom(t ), then L ((A)) for all A 2 pw ().
Proof. We prove the assertion by indu tion on the stru ture of A.
If A is a onstant, or a variable not in Dom(), then we obtain the
assertion by the rst ase of Lemma 8 (n = 0). If A = X , then L (A)
by assumption.
If A = B ! C , then by indu tive hypothesis we have L ! ((B))
and L ((C)) and therefore L ((BC)) sin e L is logi al.
Finally, if A = X B, then we will show that LÆ ((A)C) for all
C 2 pw () with L (C). Without loss of generality, we an assume
that X 2= Dom(). Now let 0 := ; [C=X ℄. Clearly, 0 meets the ondition in the indu tion hypothesis, so we have LÆ (0 (B)). Furthermore,
(A)C = (X (B))C redu es to 0(B) in an admissible head redu tion and therefore we have LÆ ((X B)C)) by admissibility of L
(Lemma 9).
2
Colle ting the results above, we arrive at the desired termination
result.
THEOREM 8. (Termination). !-Redu tion is terminating.
Proof. Let A 2 pw () be an arbitrary formula, by lemma 10
we have L (A) (using the empty substitution ) and thus S (A) by
lemma 8.
2
A.2.

Confluen e

Sin e !-redu tions are nite, we only need to prove lo al on uen e
to ensure that !-redu tion is on uent.
A0 and A ! ! A00
00

! B and A ! ! B.

LEMMA 11. (Lo al Con uen e). If A !
then there is a term B su h that A0

!

!
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Proof. Obviously both, !! and !  satisfy the Chur h Rosserproperty. Thus, in the following we have only to prove that in ase
A !  A0 and A !! A00 there is a term B with A0 ! ! B
and A00 ! ! B. As in [1℄ we use M[t℄ to denote a term with a
spe i subterm t inside a so- alled ontext M. Let A ! A0 then
A = M[(Z C)C0 ℄ and A0 = M[[C0 =X ℄C℄. In ase a !-rule has been
applied inside C then obviously the same rule is also appli able in
[C0 =X ℄C. Analogously an appli ation of a !-rule on C0 an be simulated
by n  0 appli ations of the same !-rule on ea h o urren e of C0 in
[C0 =X ℄C. On the other hand suppose the !-rule has been applied inside
the ontext M then the same !-rule is also appli able in M[[C0 =X ℄C℄.
Analogous onsiderations an be made in ase of the -rule.
Hen e, we may restri t ourselves to the following on i ts:
let A = M[Z (f! ! Z )℄ and A0 = M[f! ! ℄ and A00 = M[Z Z ℄.
With B = A0 A00 !! B.
let A = M[(Z f! ! C)B℄ and A0 = M[f! ! [D=X ℄C℄ and
A00 = M[(X C)D℄ Let B = M[[D=X ℄C℄ then A0 !! B and
A00 !  B.
let A = M[(Z Z )D℄ and A0 = M[D℄ and A00 = M[(f! ! B)℄.
Let B = D then A00 !! B.
let A = M[f!( ! )!( ! ) (Z Z )℄, A0 = M[f!( ! )!( ! ) f! ! ℄
and A00 = M[Z Z ℄. Let B = M[f! ! ℄ then A0 !! B and
A00 !! B.
2
Given the termination and the lo al on uen e of !-redu tion,
we an dedu e the Chur h-Rosser property:
THEOREM 9. (Chur h-Rosser Theorem). If A ! ! A0 and A ! !
A00 then there exits some term B su h that A0 ! ! B and A00 ! !
B.
Proof. By [1℄ termination and lo al on uen e entail on uen e.
B. Properties of the Skeleton

While the subterm ompatibility of the initial skeleton is trivially given
by its de nition, the proof of the subterm ompatibility of the skeleton
is done in two steps. First we state the relation between the skeleton
of an appli ation and the skeletons of its arguments:
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LEMMA 12. For all A; B 2 pw () we have:
= f(A0 B0 ) # ! j A0 2 D (A); B0 2 D (B)g and
D (Z A) = f(Z A0 ) # ! j A0 2 D (A)g
Proof. The proof depends basi ally on the on uen e of !-redu tions:
D (AB)

=
=

D (AB) = f(A0 B0 ) # ! j A0 2 e D (A); B0 2 e D (B)g
f(A0 # ! B0 # ! ) # ! j A0 2 e D (A); B0 2 e D (B)g
f(A0B0)j A0 2 D (A); B0 2 D (B)g

The se ond statement is proven analogously:
=
=

D (Z A) = f(Z A0 ) # ! j A0 2 e D (A)g
f(Z A0 # ! ) # ! j A0 2 e D (A)g
f(Z A0 ) # ! j A0 2 D (A)g

2
As a orollary of lemma 12 we obtain the subterm- ompatibility of
the skeleton:
COROLLARY 2. For all A; B; 2 pw () :
D ( Aj ) = D (B) implies D (A) = D ([B=℄A)

Now, we show that the skeleton is invariant with respe t to -redu tion.
In a rst step, to prove this property for the initial skeleton, we introdu e the following lemma:
LEMMA 13. For all A; B 2 pw () and  2 V [ LV we have

e D ([B=℄A) = f([B0 =℄A0)j A0 2 e D (A); B0 2 e D (B)g

Proof. We prove this lemma by indu tion on the stru ture of A:

Let A be a symbol distin t from  or A =  2 LV , then

e D ([B=℄A) = e D (A)= f([B0=℄A0)j A0 2 e D (A); B0 2 e D (B)g

Let A =  = Xa , then e D (A) = fX g or e D (A) = f! depending on
whether a 2 D or not, thus we have

e D ([B=℄A) = e D (B) = f[B0 =℄A0j A0 2 e D (A); B0 2 e D (B)
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Let A = W C. With
e D ([B=℄C) = f[B0 =℄C0 j C0 2 e D (C); B0 2 e D (B)g
as an indu tion hypothesis we dedu e:
e D ([B=℄A) = e D ([B=℄(W C)) = e D (W [B=℄C)
= f(W C0 )j C0 2 e D ([B=℄C)g
= f(W [B0 =℄C0 )j C0 2 e D (C); B0 2 e D (B)g
= f([B0 =℄(W C0 ))j C0 2 e D (C); B0 2 e D (B)g
= f([B0 =℄A0 )j A0 2 e D (W C); B0 2 e D (B)g
= f([B0 =℄A0 )j A0 2 e D (A); B0 2 e D (B)g
Let A = (CD). With
e D ([B=℄C) = f([B0=℄C0)j C0 2 e D (C); B0 2 e D (B)g
e D ([B=℄D) = f([B0=℄D0 )j D0 2 e D (D); B0 2 e D (B)g
as indu tion hypotheses we dedu e:
e D ([B=℄A) = e D ([B=℄(CD)) = e D ([B=℄C[B=℄D)
= f(C0 D0 )j C0 2 e D ([B=℄C); D0 2 e D ([B=℄D)g
= f(C0 D0 )j C0 2 [B0 =℄ e D (C); D0 2 [B0 =℄ e D (D); B0 2 e D (B)g
= f[B0 =℄(C0 D0 )j C0 2 e D (C); D0 2 e D (D); B0 2 e D (B)g
= f[B0 =℄A0 j A0 2 e D (CD); B0 2 e D (B)g
2
As a onsequen e we obtain the invarian e of the initial skeleton
wrt. -redu tion:
LEMMA 14. For all A; B 2 pw () :
A =  B implies e D (A) =  e D (B)
Proof. We use the subterm- ompatibility of e D to prove this property by indu tion on the number of appli ations of - onversions ne essary to equalize A and B. By lemma 2 we only have to onsider
top-level redu tions, thus we are left with the following ases:

! :

CZ ) = fZ C0 j C0 2 e D (CZ )g
= f(Z C00 Z )j C00 2 e D (C)g = fC00 j C00 2 e D (C)g = e D (C)

e D (Z
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!:

e D ((Z C)D) = f(C0 D0)j C0 2 e D (Z C); D0 2 e D (D)g
= f(Z C00 )D0 j C00 2 e D (C); D0 2 e D (D)g
= f([D0 =Z ℄C00 )j C00 2 e D (C); D0 2 e D (D)g = e D ([D=Z ℄C)
2

As an immediate onsequen e of the lemmata stated above, we obtain that also the skeleton is invariant wrt. -redu tion:
COROLLARY 3. For all A; B 2 pw () :
A =  B implies D (A) = D (B)
Proof. Let A !  B then lemma 14 guarantees e D (A) ! 
e D (B). Thus D (A) = e D (A) # ! = e D (B) # ! = D (B) holds. 2

